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Heart of the Sea Berkley
A woman falls for a very special guy whose super powers of kindness and compassion win her love—in #1 New
York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts’s Local Hero. Widowed just a few years into her marriage, Hester
Wallace has met the challenge of raising her son Radley as a single mom, earning enough to secure them an
apartment in the heart of Manhattan. She’s proven that she has the courage and the strength to save and protect
her nine-year-old’s world time and again. But when it comes to her new neighbor Mitch Dempsey, she feels
powerless. The creator of Radley’s favorite comic book superhero, Mitch is as charismatic and confident as anyone
fighting for truth and justice in a cape and cowl. And he has the uncanny ability to capture Hester’s heart.
Local Hero Penguin
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts introduces an unforgettable thief in an unputdownable new
novel... Greed. Desire. Obsession. Revenge . . . It’s all in a night’s work. Harry Booth started stealing at
nine to keep a roof over his ailing mother’s head, slipping into luxurious, empty homes at night to find items
he could trade for precious cash. When his mother finally succumbed to cancer, he left Chicago—but kept up his
nightwork, developing into a master thief with a code of honor and an expertise in not attracting attention—or
getting attached. Until he meets Miranda Emerson, and the powerful bond between them upends all his rules. But
along the way, Booth has made some dangerous associations, including the ruthless Carter LaPorte, who sees
Booth as a tool he controls for his own profit. Knowing LaPorte will leverage any personal connection, Booth
abandons Miranda for her own safety—cruelly, with no explanation—and disappears. But the bond between Miranda
and Booth is too strong, pulling them inexorably back together. Now Booth must face LaPorte, to truly free
himself and Miranda once and for all.

Finding the Dream Penguin
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER (December 2017) A stunning new novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora
Roberts—Year One is an epic of hope and horror, chaos and magick, and a journey that will unite a desperate group of people to fight the
battle of their lives... It began on New Year’s Eve. The sickness came on suddenly, and spread quickly. The fear spread even faster. Within
weeks, everything people counted on began to fail them. The electrical grid sputtered; law and government collapsed—and more than half of
the world’s population was decimated. Where there had been order, there was now chaos. And as the power of science and technology
receded, magick rose up in its place. Some of it is good, like the witchcraft worked by Lana Bingham, practicing in the loft apartment she
shares with her lover, Max. Some of it is unimaginably evil, and it can lurk anywhere, around a corner, in fetid tunnels beneath the river—or
in the ones you know and love the most. As word spreads that neither the immune nor the gifted are safe from the authorities who patrol the
ravaged streets, and with nothing left to count on but each other, Lana and Max make their way out of a wrecked New York City. At the
same time, other travelers are heading west too, into a new frontier. Chuck, a tech genius trying to hack his way through a world gone offline.
Arlys, a journalist who has lost her audience but uses pen and paper to record the truth. Fred, her young colleague, possessed of burgeoning
abilities and an optimism that seems out of place in this bleak landscape. And Rachel and Jonah, a resourceful doctor and a paramedic who
fend off despair with their determination to keep a young mother and three infants in their care alive. In a world of survivors where every
stranger encountered could be either a savage or a savior, none of them knows exactly where they are heading, or why. But a purpose awaits
them that will shape their lives and the lives of all those who remain. The end has come. The beginning comes next.
Sanctuary St. Martin's Paperbacks
Collects three novels centered around three members of the Concannon family--Maggie, who is hiding from her past, Brianna, a bed-and-
breakfast owner, and Shannon, who finds true love after searching for her real father.
Search for Love St. Martin's Press
Zoe is about to discover her true courageous spirit. She must find the key of valor--on the last of three dangerous quests that will force her to confron
her darkest fears ... or suffer immeasurable loss.
Key of Valor Penguin
AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME Capable, good-hearted B. J. Clark has been manager of the Lakeside Inn for nearly four
years. Her staff love her and her guests always leave happy. But when new owner Taylor Reynolds insists on big changes at Lakeside, he
threatens everything B. J. has worked so hard to create. So when Taylor arrives for an unexpected visit, it's no wonder sparks fly between
them. But could those sparks of anger turn to something a lot warmer? As B. J. struggles to get her feelings under control, trouble arrives
in the form of Darla, Taylor's interior decorator. Darla plans to turn the quaint and charming inn into a modern monstrosity - and she
seems to have designs on Taylor's heart as well. Can B. J. save the inn she loves? And can she persuade Taylor there's a better choice -

in business and in pleasure . . . ? Includes an extract from The Witness
Nora Roberts' Dream Trilogy St. Martin's Paperbacks
Margo, Kate, and Laura were brought up like sisters amidst the peerless grandeur of Templeton House, but each grow to fulfill their own
unique destinies in this collection that includes all three novels in the dramatic Dream Trilogy from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Nora Roberts. DARING TO DREAM Nora Roberts begins her Dream Trilogy with the story of Margo, a housekeeper’s daughter who
picks up the pieces of a shattered dream to start a new one—with the sisters of her heart... HOLDING THE DREAM In the second book of
Nora Roberts’s Dream Trilogy, the ever practical Kate Powell finds her career sidetracked by a scandal—one that will teach her the value
of family, friendship, and love... FINDING THE DREAM In the final novel of Nora Roberts’s Dream Trilogy, Laura struggles to mend a
broken heart and broken family—until someone from her past makes all of her dreams come true...
O'Hurley Born Hachette UK
Searching for a sunken treasure, a beautiful marine biologist and a sexy salvager form an uneasy alliance--and danger and desire rise to
the surface.
Night Shield Penguin
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts, the saga of The MacGregors continues with the story of a man and woman at
odds when it comes to practicing law—only to find common desires that put both their hearts on trial. Attorney Caine MacGregor has never
lost a case. His combative persona serves his clients well in the courtroom, and his persuasive arguments have won him many conquests
in the bedroom. But in counselor Diana Blade, Caine has met his match. Her legal expertise would make her an excellent partner, and
discovering her personal passions would make an enticing challenge. And as Caine deliberates with Diana about business and pleasure
interests, he realizes he’s truly mediating for a chance at love.
A Will and a Way St. Martin's Paperbacks
Fate brings three women together for a chance to unlock their deepest desires in this collection that includes all three novels in the Key Trilogy from
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. Legend has it that the souls of three demigoddesses have been locked in a box that has three
keys. It all seems too bizarre to be true. But the women tasked to find them can't ignore the promised reward: a million dollars each. KEY OF LIGHT
Malory—with her soul of an artist and eye for beauty—must find her key first. She soon discovers that whatever locked the souls away is dark, powerful,
and greedy...and it doesn’t want the women to win. KEY OF KNOWLEDGE As Dana finds herself on the threshold of major change, it’s her turn to
find a key. She has four weeks to unravel a riddle involving her past, present, and future, and to find the truth hidden among deception and lies. KEY
OF VALOR As a single mother, Zoe has more to risk, more to lose. Now, she must gather all her courage to confront the dark forces amassed
against her to find her key and make all of their dreams come true.
Second Nature St. Martin's Press
In her stunning 200th novel, #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts proves why no one is better “when it comes to flawlessly
fusing high-stakes suspense with red-hot romance" (Booklist, starred review). Daughter of a cold, controlling mother and an anonymous
donor, studious, obedient Elizabeth Fitch finally let loose one night, drinking too much at a nightclub and allowing a strange man’s
seductive Russian accent to lure her to a house on Lake Shore Drive. Twelve years later, the woman now known as Abigail Lowery lives
alone on the outskirts of a small town in the Ozarks. A freelance security systems designer, her own protection is supplemented by a
fierce dog and an assortment of firearms. She keeps to herself, saying little, revealing nothing. Unfortunately, that seems to be the
quickest way to get attention in a tiny southern town. The mystery of Abigail Lowery and her sharp mind, secretive nature and unromantic
viewpoint intrigues local police chief Brooks Gleason, on both a personal and professional level. And while he suspects that Abigail needs
protection from something, Gleason is accustomed to two-bit troublemakers, not the powerful and dangerous men who are about to have
him in their sights. And Abigail Lowery, who has built a life based on security and self-control, is at risk of losing both.
The Search Penguin
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts comes a seductive and suspenseful novel of dangerous liaisons and family betrayals…
Photographer Jo Ellen Hathaway thought she'd escaped the house called Sanctuary long ago. She'd spent her loneliest years there, after the
sudden, unexplained disappearance of her mother. Yet the sprawling inn on an island off the Georgia coast continues to haunt her dreams. And now,
even more haunting are the pictures someone is sending her: strange close-ups and candids, culminating in the most shocking portrait of all—a photo
of her mother—naked, beautiful, and dead. Now Jo must return to the island, and to her bitterly estranged family. With the help of Nathan
Delaney—who was on the island the summer her mother disappeared—Jo hopes to learn the truth about the tragic past. But Sanctuary may be the
most dangerous place of all.
Innocent In Death Penguin
New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts deftly blends romance and suspense in this compelling novel of a woman whose career,
marriage, and very life are threatened by the truth about her own past. Emma McAvoy may have grown up in the limelight, but some
secrets are hidden in a darkness no light can reach. Now on the verge of a successful career, and having fallen in love with the man of
her dreams, Emma is looking to the future. Yet it’s the past that is about to catch up with her. For Emma, her childhood had been almost
like a rags-to-riches fairy tale—until the tragic night that changed her family forever. But what Emma thinks she knows about that terrible
night and the man she’s about to marry is only half the truth. The other half is locked away in the last place she’d ever think to look: her
own memories. It’s a mystery a handsome and relentlessly driven homicide detective needs to solve in a case that’s haunted him for
years—and a secret someone will kill to keep.
Black Rose Penguin
In the conclusion to her acclaimed Three Sisters Island trilogy, #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts masterfully evokes the quaint
charm of New England, weaving a spellbinding tale of true love—and sheer magic. Mia Devlin knows what it’s like to love with your whole heart—and
then watch your love walk away. Years ago, she and Sam Logan shared an incredible bond built on passion, legend, and fate. But then one day he
fled Three Sisters Island, leaving her lost in memories of the magic they shared—and determined to live on her own. As the new owner of the island’s
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only hotel, Sam has returned to Three Sisters with hopes of winning back Mia’s affections. He is puzzled when she greets him with icy indifference—for
the chemistry between them is still sizzling and true. Angry, hurt, and deeply confused, Mia refuses to admit that a desire for Sam still burns in her
heart. But she’ll need his help—and his powers—to face her greatest, most terrifying challenge. And as the deadline for breaking a centuries-old curse
draws near, they must take the first step toward destiny—and come together to turn back the dark… Don’t miss the other books in the Three Sisters
Island Trilogy Dance Upon the Air Heaven and Earth
Watching Edie St. Martin's Press
A dark and powerful goddess hunts for three jewels: fallen stars that will give her endless power. To save the world, six friends have joined forces to
stop her. Now, on the beautiful island of Capri, their battle continues... Mermaid Annika is proud to have been chosen for such an important quest.
But now that her identity has been revealed, her time is running out. She knows that soon she must return to her people. But she also knows that she
is in love with Sawyer King - the brave and loyal adventurer with secrets of his own. As Annika, Sawyer and their four friends hunt for the mysterious
'star of water', the goddess Nerezza sends a terrifying foe to destroy them. It seems there is no place for love and desire at such a dark time. And so
Sawyer tries to protect Annika by pushing her away. But true love cannot be denied. And in a battle between the dark and the light - it might be the
only thing that can save them from a terrible fate.
Under Currents St. Martin's Press
NOW THE NETFLIX FILM BRAZEN, STARRING ALYSSA MILANO From #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts comes a
novel that explores the dangerous side of desire, when a mystery writer in search of a little peace and quiet instead finds herself ensnared
in the world of a real-life serial killer whose craving for murder stops at nothing . . . and no one. After a demanding book tour, superstar
mystery novelist Grace McCabe decides to visit her sister, Kathleen, who’s embroiled in a custody battle after a bitter divorce. Arriving in
D.C., Grace is shocked to find Kathleen living in a run-down neighborhood and, hoping to afford a hotshot lawyer, supplementing her
meager teacher’s salary by moonlighting as a phone sex operator. According to Kathleen, Fantasy, Inc., guarantees its employees
ironclad anonymity. But Grace has her doubts—which are confirmed one horrifying cherry-blossom-scented night when one of Fantasy,
Inc.’s operators is murdered. As Grace is drawn to help solve the crime, her life turns into a scene from one of her own books. Yet as one
of her biggest fans, investigator Ed Jackson, warns her: This isn’t fiction. Real people die—and Grace could be next. For she’s hoping to
trap a killer more twisted than anything she could imagine. And not even Ed may be able to protect her from a rendezvous with lust and
death.
Tempting Fate Penguin
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts “is indeed a word artist” (Los Angeles Daily News) as revealed in Island of Flowers, the story of
a woman seeking to heal her past only to find an unexpected loving future. To visitors and vacationers, Hawaii is a romantic paradise of palm trees
and pristine beaches. To Laine Simmons, it is merely home to her father, a man she has traveled far to see in hopes of repairing their estranged
relationship. But Dillon O’Brian, her father’s young business partner, is getting too familiar with Laine’s family matters, accusing her of seeking
reparations over reconciliation. Dillon’s arrogance and audacity would be more off putting if Laine didn’t find him more attractive and desirable
whenever they meet...
Key Of Light Penguin
Featuring Lieutenant Eve Dallas, Remember When blends present-day romance and futuristic suspense in a thrilling two-part novel that combines the
incomparable talents of two #1 New York Times bestselling authors: Nora Roberts and her alter ego J. D. Robb. Antiques dealer Laine Tavish is an
ordinary woman living an ordinary life. At least, that's what everyone in the small town of Angel's Gap, Maryland, thinks. They have no idea that she
used to be Elaine O'Hara, the daughter of a notorious con man... Laine's past catches up with her when one of Big Jack's associates turns up in her
shop with a cryptic warning and is then run down in the street. Now the next target of a ruthless killer, Laine teams up with sexy PI Max Gannon to
find out who's chasing her, and why. The answer lies in a hidden fortune that will change not only Laine's life, but also the lives of future
generations—including New York City detective Lieutenant Eve Dallas. In a future where crime meets cutting-edge technology, Eve is used to
traveling in the shadowy corners outside the law. She will attempt to track down the treasure Laine and Max sought once and for all—and stop the
danger and death that has surrounded it for decades...
Irish Born Berkley
Ella Barron runs her Texas boarding house with the efficiency of a ship's captain and the grace of a gentlewoman. She cares for
her ten-year-old son, Solly, a sweet but challenging child whose busy behavior and failure to speak elicits undesired advice from
others in town. Ella's plate is full from sunup to sundown. But when a room in her boarding house opens up and the respected
town doctor, Dr. Kincaid, brings Ella a new boarder--the handsome and gallant Mr. David Rainwater--Ella is immediately
resistant to opening up her home to this mysterious stranger.
Nora Roberts' The Key Trilogy Penguin
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts opens the door to one woman’s search for truth and passion in the first Key Trilogy novel.
Malory Price’s life plan has hit a snag. She’s in danger of losing her job managing an art gallery in Pleasant Valley, Pennsylvania. A welcome
distraction comes in the form of an invitation to a cocktail party at Warrior’s Peak, an infamous estate overlooking the town. But no one else she
knows has been invited… There are only two other guests: Dana Steele, a librarian, and Zoe McCourt, a single mother. On the surface, it seems the
women have nothing in common, until their mysterious hosts tell them a story—and offer them a challenge. Legend has it that the souls of three
demigoddesses—one an artist, one a bard, and one a warrior—have been locked in a box that has three keys. Now it’s up to Malory and the others to
find the keys. Their reward: a million dollars each. It all seems too bizarre to be true. But none of them can ignore the financial windfall they stand to
gain. And now Malory—with her soul of an artist and eye for beauty—must find her key first. She soon discovers that whatever locked the souls away is
dark, powerful, and greedy…and it doesn’t want the women to win. Don’t miss the other books in the Key Trilogy Key of Knowledge Key of Valor
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